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Dear Business Partners, Colleagues and Friends 

Recently, neighboring countries that were once inward-looking and short of enterprise have 
opened up to tourism.  Gloom-mongers warn this might damage the travel and hospitality sectors 
in Thailand, but I beg to differ. 
   
Anybody who spent time at one of the kingdom’s island resorts or in downtown Bangkok during 
the recent high season will have noticed very little impact.  Thai tourist numbers go on breaking 
records, and Bangkok alone attracts more than 20 million visitors annually. 

So it’s no surprise - but still very pleasing! - to report that our core business at Suvarnabhumi Airport continues to thrive.  So 
do Bangkok Air Catering’s newer ventures on Samui and Phuket. 
   
In fact, BAC Phuket already serves no fewer than eight partner airlines.  This healthy expansion reinforces my optimism for 
BAC Chiang Mai, which is on course to begin operation at the end of this year. 

Back in the capital, both branches of Al Saray Fine Lebanese and Indian Cuisine are attracting visitors and locals in equally 
healthy numbers, while Brasserie 9 Fine French Cuisine is successfully established in its chic new location. 

As is often the case with ground-breaking concepts, it has taken time to refine the business models for Gourmet House 
Culinary Care.  Now, happily, we serve our partner hospitals to the maximum satisfaction of patients, visitors and medical 
personnel, without ever compromising on quality or service. 

The newest enterprise in our program of smart diversifying, Gourmet Primo, takes a similar approach to providing customized 
food solutions, and is already moving beyond the anticipated client base of hotels, cafes, restaurants, lounges and the like. 

Meanwhile, as low season approaches, we once again busy ourselves with training and professional development.  This ensures 
all our people will be even better skilled for the next high season, when – I confidently expect – visitor numbers will continue to 
grow and our portfolio of business partners will expand yet further.   

For now, I wish every happiness, good health and good fortune to you and your families for the forthcoming Songkran festival, 
in celebration of the Thai New Year. 

Linus A.E. Knobel 
Managing Director 
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ONE GROUP, ONE FAMILY, ONE HEART 

Having added several units during our fourteen-year history, we have seen our core business grow 
stronger and stronger, and we confidently expect the opening of BAC Chiang Mai at the end of this 
year to reinforce the trend.  Our policy of smart expansion has brought together a family of more 
than one thousand people in different areas. The key to holding them together is HEART.  

Our MD has always emphasized the importance of treating everyone with HEART, and we are now 
busy relaying this approach from unit heads to colleagues at all levels.  The message is that no 
boundaries exist between business units and we work as one company, come what may. 

So the words ONE GROUP remind us that we are all part of the same group, no matter how diverse our business units and their 
strategies. 
The words ONE FAMILY remind us that we belong together just like a family, whatever the origins or status of each employee. 
And ONE HEART makes us aware that we look, listen, move and speak together, sharing our feelings as one. 

We believe our ONE GROUP, ONE FAMILY, ONE HEART campaign will strengthen the UNITY that’s key to sustaining our 
philosophy, and will ensure we continue delivering the best quality products and service to business partners at all times. 

Partly in order to promote the campaign, we have established a new web page, bringing all our business units together as 
www.bac-group.net. Please visit us there and you’ll be easily connected to the site for each business unit. 

Amorn Rassamesangpetch 
Director Corporate Communications
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A HAPPY WORKPLACE – multiplied! 

Rolling into the second quarter of the year, we take the opportunity to look back and 
review our outcomes for the three months just ended.   

It’s great to report that there are more business units to be surveyed than at the same 
time last year.  That’s because we now have more units in operation.  Not only that but 
each is a happy workplace, and January – March ’18 finished on a positive note! 

This was especially true for our latest venture – BAC Phuket.  The new unit has been 
flourishing since the beginning of the year, adding two major partners to its portfolio: 
Qatar Airways and Emirates Airlines, who joined in January and March respectively. 
  
Meanwhile, our next project – BAC Chiang Mai – is gearing up well. Construction is under way, and the first pile 
of the foundations was driven on March 15, 2018 at exactly 9.09 am.  

Figures from both the Thai government and Airports of Thailand (AOT) confirm that Chiang Mai has become a 
favorite destination for international travelers. The number arriving there has more than doubled, from 8 to 18 
million annually. This is one of many reasons we are confident we’ll pass break-even point exactly as we forecast.  
  
It’s the kind of challenge our management enjoys.  Another is building the strongest possible team to match the 
growth of the business.  Throughout our fourteen years, our strategy has focused on providing opportunities to 
our existing employees, and giving them first priority before recruiting from outside.  

We also prefer hiring locally for each unit, so as to give something back to the communities where we operate.  
To work and live with them in harmony is our ideal. So, for us at BAC, “A Happy Workplace” is more than a nice 
idea.  It’s a passionate commitment, and it applies equally strongly in all of our locations, from our original home 
to our newest unit.

 Bangkok Air Catering

Ki#pong	Sathienprasert	
General	Manager	

Bangkok	Air	Catering



 Bangkok Air Catering

During the last couple of months, we have kept in touch with our customers - not only to exchange 
greetings, but also to get valuable feedback on how to improve the high standards of products and 

service that our customers already expect.



 Bangkok Air Catering

BAC PHUKET is delighted to welcome 
prestigious new partners to its portfolio.



GETTING TO KNOW THE NEW KIDS 

In the city’s most competitive area for hospitality and entertainment, our two 
downtown restaurants qualify as new kids on the block.  AL SARAY FINE 
LEBANESE AND INDIAN CUISINE opened on Silom Road a year and a half ago, 
while BRASSERIE 9 FINE FRENCH CUISINE is perhaps more a baby than a kid: 
it’s been serving customers at its new location on Sathorn for just five months.   

Still, the new arrivals are winning Bangkok over.  AL SARAY SILOM is gaining in 
popularity, with many guests returning time and again.  We’re confident that 
the quality of our products and service have combined to build up this customer base.  We are also winning 
a great reputation as food provider for business events and family occasions, with a guarantee to impress 
the invited guests that never fails.   

Local people are the majority of our clientele, showing how the simple, healthy styles of Lebanese and 
Indian food appeal to Thais, especially after they’ve had a while to feel confident with the cuisines.   

BRASSERIE 9 has also seen an upsurge in returning guests, both for dining and functions.  Located at the 
heart of the city, the restaurant can be found on Sathorn Soi 6, where it is accessible by three ways:  from 
Sathorn Road, from Soi Pipat off Silom Road, and via Narathiwat Soi 3 off Narathiwat Road.  

Not only is it easy to reach, but this colonial-style villa restaurant boasts convenient parking for more than 
thirty vehicles.  Lunch is available from 11 30 to 14 30, with a very attractive set menu.  Afternoon Tea is 
served from 14 30 to 17 00, and Dinner from 17 30 until late. 

At BRASSERIE 9, dining in style is only part of the appeal.  We also have three flexible function rooms, which 
accommodate small- to medium-sized meetings, seminars or parties.  Guests value the chic but intimate 
ambiance, as well as the wide range of international cuisines on the menu. 

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of all is the bar-cum-cigar lounge, shortly to be renamed the BRASS 
BAR AND CIGAR LOUNGE.  Here, cigar aficionados can keep their own selection of cigars in a personal 
locker, while lovers of fine liquors can relax in the bar area or talk over business in a uniquely amenable 
style. 

We know that, as far as restaurants are concerned, it takes a long time for a new kid to become a trusted 
veteran.  But at both AL SARAY SILOM and BRASSERIE 9, we can see clearly that we are on the way.  And as 
the biggest festival of the year in Thailand approaches, that certainly gives us cause for celebration.  Happy 
Songkran! 

 Gourmet House



 Gourmet House
Brasserie 9 offers valuable lunch set rotated 
every 2 months. 

You can view the lunch set menu also on our web 
site at http://www.brasserie9.com/news-
archive/lunch-set-menu-april-may-2018/ 

Please visit our web site for more information 
www.brasserie9.com 

Brasserie 9 is please to gain trust from many customers as well as returned clients. In the meantime, many thanks 
to those comments and rating given which make us 4.6 out of 5 stars rating on Facebook.
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 Gourmet House
Al Saray is please to gain 
trust from many customers 
as well as returned clients. 
In the meantime, many 
thanks to those comments 
and rating given which 
make us 4.8 out of 5 stars 
rating on Facebook. 

Please visit our web site for 
more information … 
www.alsarayrestaurant.com

Al Saray supported “Bike 4 Orphan” activity 
conducted by Al-Kauthar Foundation for 
hundreds of orphan that the foundation is 
taking care of. This is in order to return 
something back to social in cooperation with 
one of the big Muslim foundation.



MORE SERVICES FOR BETTER HEALTH 

Our hospital food service company, GOURMET HOUSE 
CULINARY CARE, has continued to extend its services, 
especially in provision for patients.  As part of this, we 
take special care over our staff’s professional 

development program.  All employees, whatever their 
responsibilities, have their own training schedule, designed to enhance their 
knowledge for their own benefit and that of our customers.   

To give just one specific example, our nutritionists have developed innovative learning 
plans and showcased these at events such as the Nutritionists' Conference by the 
Department of Food Specification of Thailand.  

At our partner hospitals, our nutritionists’ expertise can be seen in the unique Gourmet Nutri System.  This 
delivers to each individual patient a delicious meal that simultaneously meets their own particular health needs.  

GHCC-BHQ / BANGKOK HOSPITAL SOONVIJAI, CHIANG MAI / KHON KAEN / HUA HIN AND 
SAMITIVEJ CHINA TOWN 
 HACCP and JCI audited, we are regularly inspected and fully comply with the highest 
domestic and international standards.  That’s just as it should be, in our view.  
The quality and safety of food served to patients in hospitals and their 
visiting relatives are as important as the standard of medication prescribed. 

  
GHCC-BCM / CHIANG MAI / GHCC-BKN /KHON KAEN  
During 2018, additional wards are planned for the hospitals at both Khon Kaen and Chiang Mai, and we are busy preparing 
equipment and employees.  The opportunity at Khon Kaen is a new departure for us:  it will be a children’s ward, and we’re 
enjoying creating an extra special menu for the young patients. 

We hope you can see that GOURMET HOUSE 
CULINARY CARE aims to meet the highest 
standards in every aspect of our service, so 
that our highly knowledgeable employees 
bring satisfaction to the patients, at the same 
time contributing to their well-being. 

 Gourmet House Culinary Care

Worravit	Pholab	
General	Manager	

Gourmet	House	Culinary	Care



 Gourmet Primo
GOURMET PRIMO 

Gourmet Primo’s new, purpose-built unit has been 

unveiled and is in full swing, serving both the local and 

international food markets. 

When you visit us, you’ll witness a European-style array of equipment, complete 

with a Rondo croissant system from Switzerland, Salva rotary baking oven from 

Spain, and an Irinox shock freezer from Italy. 

These state-of-the-art facilities enable us to serve “Find Food as You Desire”, a complete range of 

ready-to-eat or ready-to-proof bakery products, chilled and frozen sauces, and pre-cut fruit and 

vegetables.  Our operation fully complies with GMP/HACCP and Halal regulations.  

In addition, we welcome the opportunity to devise and supply tailor-made cost solutions in exclusive 

partnerships.  All we need to know is: how can we help you?  Our team are waiting to hear at 

customerrelation@gourmetprimo.com. 

www.gourmetprimo.com

Tanyanuj	Kusonsomboon	
General	Manager	
Gourmet	Primo
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 Gourmet Primo

Monk ceremony at 
Gourmet Primo on 
29 January 2018




